tem-it has no known impact craters-but in another sense one of the most thoroughly evolved. At the other We exploit recent theoretical advances toward the origin and orbital evolution of comets and asteroids to obtain revised extreme sits cold-hearted Callisto, in some sense a deeply estimates for cratering rates in the jovian system. We find that primitive world where the inner fires never quite got lit. most, probably more than 90%, of the craters on the Galilean Any external sign of the solid state convection that keeps satellites are caused by the impact of Jupiter-family comets it cold has been erased.
INTRODUCTION
responsible for modern craters on Ganymede are the Jupiter-family comets (JFCs), a class of object that currently The four Galilean satellites present one of the few strong has negligible impact in the inner solar system (Shoemaker arguments for a planned solar system. They orbit Jupiter and Wolfe 1982, . like an evolutionary sequence, with the innermost, Io, being in one sense the youngest solid body in the solar sysGanymede provides us with a second chronometer that appears to have failed: capture is incapable of producing is a very short time, the simulation is obviously biased against comets with distant perihelia. To correct for this a relatively flattened prograde distribution of orbits. Instead, a parental low inclination source is required. Thus NY95 invoke ''invisibility factors'' assigned to different categories of orbit (sorted by Tisserand parameter) in or- Duncan et al. (1988) were led to re-invent the Kuiper Belt as the source region for JFCs. Subsequent work, both theo-der to reconstruct a more likely steady-state population.
In particular, more or less circular orbits with T Ȃ 3 are retical and observational, has served to confirm this hypothesis. There is an observable Kuiper Belt, populated severely undercounted. For these orbits NY95 estimate an ''invisibility'' of 18, by which they mean that 1 in 18 are by at least three score known objects as we write (Dones 1997) , and the orbital characteristics of its escapees provide in orbits with favorable (q Ͻ 2 AU) perihelia. To estimate the impact rate on Jupiter, NY95 use an ''invisibility'' of a good match to the observed population of JFCs (LD97).
LD97 follow the evolution of Ͼ2000 test particles for 1 7.4 as an average correction factor for all short period comets (i.e., they multiply the result they obtain for the Ga from their origins in the Kuiper Belt to their eventual destinies. As a class, LD97 refer to these objects as ''ecliptic 165 SP comets by 7.4). Overall, this approach is similar to SW82's, who also reconstruct the population in invisible comets,'' of which the JFCs are a subset. Other subsets include ''Centaurs,'' of which Chiron is an example, and orbits; their global correction factor was 3.9. Kary and Dones (hereafter KD96) , in a study designed P/Encke, a short period comet with T Ͼ 3 that has set its controls for the heart of the Sun. Most test particles are to estimate the frequency of events like Shoemaker-Levy 9, were looking for the fraction of comets striking Jupiter ultimately either injected into the Oort cloud or (more probably) ejected into the pathless wilderness of interstel-that were orbiting Jupiter at the time. They assumed an initial distribution of 49,000 JFC orbits and integrated these lar space. A few hit planets (2%) and a few hit the Sun (1%). But during their travels about a third of the test for ȁ10 5 years. They found that the inclinations quickly (Ͻ10 4 years) settled into a steady state distribution, but particles spend some time (average 7%) as JFCs with perihelia q Ͻ 2.5 AU. The simulation is not perfect-it does not eccentricities continually evolved. This failure to relax to a steady state is to be expected of a model with sinks but explicitly include Earth and Venus, and it is (therefore?) unable to produce P/Encke (its orbit is deep enough that no source. Because the initial distribution is arbitrary, it is not clear that the computed eccentricity evolution is Encke revolves beyond Jupiter's reach), and it does not necessarily sample the orbits in the Kuiper Belt in the universal or unique to the assumed initial conditions. Given a population of JFCs, we will (i) simulate JFC same proportions that the solar system does-but it is good enough to inspire a fair degree of confidence. orbits as they are perceived by the Galilean satellites, and use these simulated orbits to estimate the impact velocities As noted above, although the main purposes of LD97 were to demonstrate that the Kuiper Belt is the source of and Ö pik impact probabilities relative to impacts on Jupiter; (ii) estimate the mass of a comet required to excavate the JFCs and to test whether the Kuiper Belt could be the source of the HTCs, their study also provides the best 10-and 20-km diameter craters; and (iii) calibrate the LD97 impactor flux to the mass and number of JFCs in the inner available and least biased description of the population of ecliptic comets in the vicinity of Jupiter. In particular, LD97 solar system. The result is the current steady-state cratering rates on the Galilean satellites. calculate directly the number of impacts on Jupiter (by counting the number of hits), and by exploiting their inventory of orbits they are able to estimate the number of 2.1. Simulated Orbits impacts on Earth using Ö pik's formulae. LD97 calibrate these and other impact rates to the number of active JFCs
From the perspective of a Galilean satellite, the Jupiterfamily comets form a population broadly analogous to the observed near the Earth. However, they do not compute impact rates on the satellites and they do not assign masses Oort cloud as perceived by a planet orbiting the sun. There are differences. The JFCs are not in general bound to to their comets, a problem that is central to our concerns here. Calibrating the mass distribution is the key step to Jupiter, so that in general their orbits are hyperbolic, while the Oort cloud is bound to the Sun in orbits that are very applying LD97's simulation to impact rates in the jovian system; we will revisit this issue. nearly parabolic. But there are many points of similarity. Even for the hyperbolic orbits, encounter velocites are Two other recent papers address impact rates on Jupiter (Nakamura and Yoshikawa 1995, Kary and Dones 1996) ; rarely large compared to orbital velocities of the satellites (e.g., v ȍ Ȃ 5 km/s at Jupiter, vs v orb ϭ 10.9 km/s for the former also address impact rates on the moons. Nakamura and Yoshikawa (hereafter NY95) numerically inte-Ganymede). Moreover, many of the comets that hit Jupiter do so while in orbit around Jupiter. Shoemaker-Levy 9 grate the orbits of the 165 known short period comets then known (they do not distinguish between Halley-type and provides an example. KD96 found that 15% of the comets that hit Jupiter in their simulation were temporary satelJupiter-family) for 4400 years. Because comets with small perihelia are much more likely to be seen, and 4400 years lites; we find that 30 of the 144 objects to hit Jupiter (20%) compares the inclination distribution of the 144 test particles that hit Jupiter in LD97 to the isotropic distribution. There is a modest excess of low inclination encounters among the test particles, but the influence of this slight asymmetry on the relative cratering rates at Jupiter is negligible compared to other uncertainties.
Here we will calculate impact probabilities and impact velocities using Ö pik's formulae as written for hyperbolic orbits (SW82). We have used them in the following form (satellite orbits are assumed circular):
FIG. 1. The cumulative distribution of encounter velocities (v ȍ ) with
Jupiter (velocities at infinity) for the 144 objects striking Jupiter in LD97.
U and U x are the encounter velocity and the radial compo-
The objects plotted at v ȍ ϭ 0 were orbiting Jupiter when they struck the planet; these are 21% of the total.
nent of the encounter velocity in units of the satellite's orbital velocity v orb ; v i and v esc are the impact and escape velocities; e and q are the jovicentric eccentricity and periin the LD97 simulation did so from weakly bound (nearly jove of the comet's orbit. The perijove distance q is exparabolic) orbits. Encounter velocities with Jupiter (veloci-pressed in units of the semimajor axis a sat of the satellite's ties at ''infinity'') for these 144 objects are shown in Fig. 1 . orbit; impacts are possible if and only if q Յ 1. The escape As with Oort cloud comets encountering Earth, we ex-velocity v esc is that at the surface of the satellite. The impact pect orbital inclinations to be nearly isotropic with respect probability per orbit is to the plane of satellite orbits. The reason is that, like the Kuiper Belt, the JFC population is better pictured as a
thick torus than as a thin disk. Because the torus is thick compared to Jupiter's Hill sphere (the sphere within which Jupiter's gravity is more important than the Sun's), inclina-where R sat is the satellite's radius. tions will be more or less random; and because on average For a given satellite R sat , a sat , v esc , and v orb are known. we expect as many comets to be near perihelion while A stray comet is described by i, q, and e. Thus, for each encountering Jupiter as near aphelion, we do not expect simulated comet, the triad (i, q, e) is generated with three there to be a significant azimuthal asymmetry. Figure 2 random numbers. These in turn determine impact probabilities and impact velocities for each comet in the Monte Carlo simulation.
Inclinations. We will assume isotropic inclinations. The normalized cumulative distribution is
where the notation N(Ͻi) refers to the cumulative number with inclinations less than i. In a Monte Carlo simulation, a random number 0 Ͻ x Ͻ 1 is identified with the normalized cumulative distribution; hence,
We have also performed simulations using the inclination distribution shown in Fig. 2 to the differences between the LD97 distribution and test particles that hit Jupiter in LD97. This is compared to the isotropic distribution.
isotropy.
Perijove. For a comet to strike a satellite, it is necessary that q Յ 1. If q Ͻ qЈ ϵ R J /a sat , the comet strikes Jupiter. There are simple expressions for perijove distributions in the limits of low and high energy encounters. It is well known that the perihelion distribution of parabolic comets on their first visit to the inner solar system should be uniform; i.e., the cumulative distribution is N(Ͻq) Ȍ q. The same applies to JFCs in nearly parabolic orbits encountering Jupiter. In the high velocity limit, where Jupiter's gravity can be neglected, encounters are uniformly distributed in area (i.e., Jupiter is at the center of a disk that is uniformly struck). Thus N(Ͻq) Ȍ q 2 for strongly hyperbolic orbits.
In the general case one begins with the impact parameter b, the perijove distance in the absence of gravitational focusing, for which N(Ͻb) Ȍ b 2 . From energy and angular 
for x. The number of objects with q Յ 1 scales from the where both b and q are in units of a sat . For 0 Ͻ q Ͻ 1, number of objects with q Յ qЈ as
As b 2 is uniform, we generate random values of q from random numbers 0 Ͻ x Ͻ 1 by
The scaling is a function of v ȍ . The normalized v ȍ distribuand insert this value of b 2 in Eq. (8) to get q(x). We treat tions that result for Jupiter and the different satellites are the weakly bound orbits separately as parabolae, for which shown in Fig. 3 . Objects with smaller encounter velocities e ϭ 1 and N(Ͻq) ϭ q ϭ x.
are progressively more important for the closer satellites, Eccentricity. The eccentricity of a hyperbolic orbit is as these objects are the most strongly focused gravitationgreater than one. In terms of the comet's velocity v ȍ at ally. Only 4% of the JFCs crossing Callisto's orbit are in infinity, the eccentricity is weakly bound orbits vs 17% at Io. On the other hand, the number of comets crossing Callisto's orbit is larger-35 e ϭ 1 ϩ qv
(10) comets pass Callisto for every one that hits Jupiter. Impact velocity distributions for the simulated JFCs at the various satellites are shown in Fig. 4 . Satellite parameThe perijove distance q is given in terms of the satellite's ters, impact probabilities relative to impact on Jupiter, semimajor axis a sat . Typical v ȍ for JFCs is ȁ5 km/s, i.e., average impact velocities, and a fair amount of other mateabout ͙3 Ϫ T Ȃ 0.4 of Jupiter's orbital velocity. Because rial to be discussed below, are listed in Table I what we find. The source of this difference is unclear. To first approximation, the velocity distribution shown in Fig. 1 (8) and (9), solving for the diameter of a simple crater given impactor mass m i , impact velocity v i , incidence angle measured from the vertical, surface gravity g, and impactor and target densities i and t . It is to be evaluated in cgs units. The appearance of three significant digits is an illusion; the leading factor is better regarded as being between 1.3 and 2. Equation (12) is essentially the expression recommended by Schmidt and Housen (1987) . Crater efficiency (the proportionality constant in Eq. (12)) is problematic and necessarily introduces considerable uncertainty into our calculations. The uncertainty in the cratering efficiency is probably about a factor of two in crater volume. The uncertainty in crater diameter for a given impactor is probably about 30%, which translates to a factor two uncertainty in impactor flux.
We have appended the term to Eq. (12) (Melosh 1989 p. 121) , and (cos ) 0.67 (Shoemaker et al. perceived at Jupiter: (i) the spatial distribution of JFCs; (ii) the shape of their mass distribution; (iii) the relative 1990)) are in use, with median values ranging from 0.79 to 0.89, but to simplify our discussion of apex-antapex importance of inactive comets; and (iv) the absolute mass of a comet given some measure of its brightness. The last asymmetries (below) we will scale with the normal component of the impact velocity.
is the least certain. Although the issues are separate they are not separable. Larger craters are shallower, wider, and considerably more complicated than the simple bowl-shaped crater de-SW82 and Shoemaker et al. (1994;  . (14) magnitudes. The correction presumes that these comets are too bright because all retained comae when observed. The dependence on mass is exactly that used by SW82 and The revised diameter at B(1,0) ϭ 16 is therefore 2.2 km, Shoemaker et al. (1990) . Although we will use Eq. (14) as and so effectively SW82 calibrate the number of active though it were true, the power law exponent in Eq. (13) JFCs to N(q Ͻ 1.7, d Ͼ 2.2) ϭ 40. is quite uncertain. Moreover, as complex craters are not For the size distribution SW82 take self-similar, one suspects that the collapse of the transient crater does not obey a simple power law, but rather a more
.
(15) complicated function that will need to be deduced empirically.
Equation (15) is consistent both with the observed distribuIt is useful, albeit a little misleading, to relate crater tion of B(1,0) and with the number of bright-rayed craters diameter directly to comet diameter. Table I . I), at the median (and most probable) incidence angle Theory tells us that a fragmentation cascade evolves to-(45Њ), into icy or rocky target material (assumed densities wards a N(Ͼd ) Ȍ d Ϫ2.5 Ȍ m Ϫ0.833 power law distribution also listed in Table I ). Diameters of corresponding ϭ 0.8 (Dohnanyi 1972, Safronov 1972, Williams and Wetherill g/cm 3 density comets are also listed. Craters are wider on 1994, Tanaka et al. 1996, Durda and Dermott 1997 ) that the icy moons than on Io because it is the mass of excavated is somewhat richer in small objects than Shoemaker's dismaterial that is important, not the volume. Twenty-kilome-tribution. The distribution of active absolute magnitudes ter craters are made by kilometer-size comets. Because H 10 is also claimed to be consistent with
, it takes a 200-m (Donnison 1986 , Hughes 1988 , although this is controverobject to make a 5-km crater. Other than the short lived sial (see Weissman 1990 for a different point of view) pieces of SL9, such small comets are not yet known to and considerably more uncertain, in view of the dubious exist. At the other extreme, the relatively young ganymed-mapping of H 10 onto m (a topic we will address below). ean basin Gilgamesh, 600-km diameter, is the product of In our opinion, the steeper theoretical distribution is a a ȁ50-km diameter comet.
good guess for the mass distribution of new comets; it is also reasonable to presume that smaller comets are more
Calibration to JFCs in the Inner Solar System
subject to thermal disintegration than larger comets, so that the mass distribution might tend to flatten as the ensemble The masses and numbers of JFCs are the greatest source of uncertainty in the Galilean cratering rates. Masses of ages. For specificity we will use Shoemaker's distribution.
The extrapolation to 1-km comets is plausible. For one active comets are hard to assess because the nuclei are wrapped in fog, while the number is hard to assess because thing, the observed crater distribution extends to 25-km craters, which would be made by kilometer-size comets. it appears that most JFCs are inactive. Calibration involves four issues that relate what we see near Earth to what is Such comets are reasonably likely to exist in large numbers:
based on an assumed radar albedo of 0.039, Hyakutake at high ecliptic latitudes and so are not plausibly associated with JFCs. The fraction of unattributed JFC dust bands is (an LPC) is estimated to have been 2-3 km diameter (Harmon et al. 1997) and Sugano-Saigusa-Fujikawa less than therefore more like five of 99. The brightest of the nine is associated with the coma of a previously unknown comet. 1 km (Harman et al. 1997) ; the parent of SL9 was about 1.5-to 1.8-km diameter (Asphaug and Benz 1996) ; and This would imply that the number of nearby undiscovered active JFCs is one in eight (the fraction of previously unaccording to Brandt et al. (1997) , HST observations indicate that the nuclei of Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova and known observed comets associated with the dust bands).
The other four unidentified bands are as likely to have Wirtanen (Lamy et al. 1998) is probably closer to ten, and so the current impact rate smaller comets and smaller craters is somewhat dangerous, and we are not entirely comfortable extrapolating to the at Earth would be closer to Ṅ (d Ͼ 1) ϭ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 yr Ϫ1 . However, this estimate is strongly affected by small num-20-m comets required to make 1-km craters.
That extinct JFCs would be important was emphasized ber statistics. Levison and Duncan (LD97) give relative impact rates by SW82, but their importance was amplified by subsequent work. SWS94 considered the discovery rate of ex-that apply to the entire population of JFCs, active and inactive. The total number of comets, active and inactive, tinct comets and from this estimated that the ratio of extinct to active comets with q Ͻ 2 AU is roughly 20 and that the is obtained by using a model with an effective ''fade time '' for JFCs; the best fit to the observed orbital distribution ratio of impacts on Earth by extinct comets to those by active comets is roughly 14. 1 of JFCs is for a fade time of 12,000 years (older JFCs are treated as extinct). LD97 also find that, for the population SWS94 also estimate that there are 40 active JFCs with q Ͻ 1.0 AU and d Ͼ 1 km; i.e., N(q Ͻ 1, d Ͼ 1) ϭ 40. At of JFCs that make at least one perihelion passage with q Ͻ 2.5 AU, the ratio of extinct to active comets is about an average impact rate of 1.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 per year per comet, and multiplying by fourteen to include inactive comets, 3.5. This ratio refers to the population as a whole; the ratio of extinct to active comets appears to be higher near the SWS94 get Ṅ (d Ͼ 1) ϭ 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 yr Ϫ1 for the rate JFCs (active and inactive) strike Earth. The argument for 40 Earth and is not necessarily inconsistent with SWS94's estimate. active comets begins with a table listing 13 active Earthcrossing JFCs, states that only 8 of 17 IRAS dust bands LD97 calibrate the number of active comets in their model to Fernandez et al.' s estimate of the number of have been associated with known comets, and that therefore there are really 25-40 active Earth-crossing JFCs. But bright, active JFCs with perihelia less than 2.0 AU. Fernandez et al. (1992) argued that the number of active JFCs in fact there are presently only five or six Earth-crossing JFCs: P/Encke is not a JFC; P/Biela is disintegral, and four with q Ͻ 1.5 AU and H T Ͻ 9 is 12 and that the discovery history indicates that this is basically complete; they extrapothers are single apparition objects or lost; and P/Tuttle and probably P/Machholz 1 are Halley-type comets (Bailey olate this to estimate that N(q Ͻ 2, H T Ͻ 9) ϭ 40. For the impact rate at Earth, LD97 find and Emel'yanenko 1996). Most known JFCs with q Ͻ 1 were discovered in the 18th and 19th centuries, a discovery history quite unlike that of the more distant JFCs (Fernan- (Sykes and Walker 1992) . Seven of the eight comets were themselves seen in the IRAS data LD97 take H T ϭ 9 to mean 2 ϩ2 Ϫ1 km diameter, thus Ṅ J (d Ͼ 1) ϭ 9.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 yr Ϫ1 to a factor of four. (P/Encke, then far from perihelion, was the eighth). Of the nine unattributed dust bands, eight are faint. Four are Our purpose here is to use S82's estimate of 40 JFCs with q Ͻ 1.7 AU and d Ͼ 2.2 km to get impact rates of 1-km comets on Earth and Jupiter. SW82 extrapolated on Earth is Ṅ (Ͼd ) ϭ 40/23 ϫ 7.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ8 (d/2.2 km) Ϫ1.97 ϭ tively. The former is essentially the same as the other rates we have deduced here, while the latter is somewhat smaller. 6.2 ϫ 10
. By coincidence, this is virtually identical to SWS94's published estimate. The correspond-Whether one should take relations like Eqs. (19) and (20) seriously is an open issue. ing impact rate on Jupiter is A third approach (Kary and Dones 1996) (Jewitt 1991) . Short This rate is a bit higher than the others we will consider, of going there this is the best way to measure a comet; but it is reasonable. According to Eq. (18), a comet as unfortunately there are very few reliable sizes available, large as SL9 strikes Jupiter every 100-150 years.
and these are probably biased toward large, relatively inacAn independent calibration is based on the presumptive tive objects that might be less representative than one relationship between the absolute magnitude H 10 or H T of would hope. an active comet and its diameter d or mass m (e.g., WeissThere are three active JFCs with diameters Ն10 km and man 1990, Fernandez et al. 1992 , Bailey et al. 1994 .
perihelia inside 2 AU (all three are Mars-crossers): P/ The advantage of this approach is that it represents the Neujmin 1, P/Tempel 2, and P/Arend-Rigaux. The list is consensus judgement of experts in the field. The two verprobably complete. P/Neujmin 1, at d Ȃ 20 km, is clearly sions most often quoted are (e.g., Weissman 1990, Rahe big. Jewitt (1991) estimated that the other two have d Ȃ et al. 1994) 10 km. Fernandez et al. (1992) provided a longer list of nuclear magnitudes; according to their list P/Tempel 2 has log 10 (m) ϭ 20.0 Ϫ 0.4H 10 (19) d ϭ 12 km and P/Arend-Rigaux has d ϭ 8 km (P/Neujmin 1 waddles in at 22 km). Kary and Dones (1996) based their and estimate of the number of active JFCs on the assumption that N(q Ͻ 2.5, d Ͼ 9.7) ϭ 5 Ϯ 2. It is noteworthy that P/ log 10 (m) ϭ 19.9 Ϫ 0.5H 10 .
(20) Neujmin 1 and P/Arend-Rigaux are very nearly inactive (Kronk 1984 ). We will take N(q Ͻ 2, d Ͼ 10) ϭ 2 Ϯ 1. When this is extrapolated to 1-km diameter using N(Ͼd ) Ȍ For kilometer-size comets these differ by an order of magnitude. In these expressions H 10 refers to a particular list d
Ϫ1.97
, we obtain cometary absolute active magnitudes; a somewhat differ-
(21) ent definition of absolute magnitude, H T , yields another list (Kresak and Kresakova 1989) . The two versions of active comets. This is then calibrated to LD97, for which absolute magnitude are quite different, with H T being on there are N(q Ͻ 2) ϭ 40 active comets, to give total impact average about 1.9 magnitudes brighter than H 10 , with a rates of kilometer-size comets (active and inactive) at scatter of 1.5 magnitudes (Kresak and Kresakova 1989) .
Earth and Jupiter of At best, expressions like Eqs. (19) and (20) can only be broad statistical relations; they are effectively worthless
when applied to individual comets (see Kary and Dones
, 1996 for a more thorough discussion). To illustrate, consider two examples: Hyakutake was a 2-to 3-km-size comet respectively. These rates are essentially identical to the with H Ȃ 5, i.e., it had roughly the same absolute magnitude recommended rates we quote in Table I . If we were to as P/Halley, a 9-km object. The second example is IRASregard P/Neujmin 1 and P/Arend-Rigaux as effectively Araki-Alcock, an unimpressive visual sight (H Ͼ 10) that inactive (i.e., discovered only because they are big), we passed only 0.031 AU from Earth in 1983 but, as measured would have N(q Ͻ 2, d Ͼ 10) ϭ 1 Ϯ 1, for which Ṅ J (d Ͼ by radar, is almost as big as P/Halley. In other words, the 1) ϭ 0.006 Ϯ 0.006 yr
Ϫ1
. On the other hand, the single intrinsic scatter in masses computed using a relation like power law exponent we would favor from strictly theoretiEq. (19) , the corresponding impact rates of 1-km
In principle the best way to estimate the number of comets encountering Jupiter is by counting the number of comets at Jupiter Ṅ J (d Ͼ 1) are 0.012 and 0.003 yr Ϫ1 , respec-mated at 0.8 km (Sekanina and Yeomans 1985) . Barucci et al. (1996) found that P/Gehrels 3 has a spectrum like a D-type asteroid. According to Scotti (1998) , P/Gehrels 3 had nuclear magnitude m v ϭ 22.3 while 4.07 AU from the sun and 3.58 AU from the Earth; if we assume this to be a bare nucleus, its diameter would be 3 km for an albedo of 5%. Figure 5 is the cumulative plot of known close perijoves. The curve is extrapolated to Europa's orbit using Eq. (11) and an average v ȍ ϭ 5 km/s. The four close approaches in the last 120 years imply 8 Io-crossers and 14 Europa crossers in the same interval. We have seen enough JFCs encounter Jupiter to say that one passes inside Europa's orbit no less often than once per decade (and that Jupiter should be getting hit about once every 100 years). The probability that a Europa-crossing JFC will actually hit Europa is 6.4 ϫ 10
Ϫ6
. Although this is the value we obtain Europa's orbit (Europa's gravitational focusing is small and Jupiter's cancels out). It follows that Europa is currently being hit by observable JFCs at a rate of about 6 per 10 million years. comets encountering Jupiter. Three comets-all JFCSare known to have made four close approaches to Jupiter By coincidence, this happens to be the same rate we obtained by other means (see Table I ). This is encouraging. in the past 150 years (Fig. 5) .
The most famous of these is D/Shoemaker-Levy 9, which One might be tempted to argue that SL9 should not be counted (although one could also argue that every large passed 1.3 R J above the center of Jupiter in 1992, there to be torn apart by tides, and then would have passed perijove 1994 fragment should be counted)-still, overall, one does not shake off the impression that 6 hits in 10 Ma is more at 0.5 R J in 1994 had Jupiter not intervened. According to KD96, the successive close approaches should be regarded likely an underestimate than an overestimate. Completeness is the issue. Have Earth-bound observers discovered as uncorrelated, in the sense that most (98%) comets in orbit about Jupiter do not make two successive close all the comets to approach within 2 R J of Jupiter's cloudtops in the past 120 years? Would P/Brooks 2 have passes.
It is the other two comets that give us statistics. In 1970, been discovered had Jupiter deflected it outward rather than inward? On the other hand, the general impression P/Gehrels 3 passed perijove at 3.0 R J . This comet was discovered in 1975. It does not appear to have been tidally one gets is that tidal disruption makes a comet briefly bright. If so, our sample may not be badly misleading. disrupted. The other is more interesting. P/Brooks 2 passed perijove at 2.0 R J in 1886. As a consequence of its close 2.5. Uncertainties in the Cratering Rate encounter with Jupiter it was tossed into the inner solar system, where it was discovered approaching perihelion at
The several different calibrations to the JFC impact rates ȁ1.9 AU in 1889. It was fairly bright (m v Ȃ 8), but more discussed above are summarized in Table II . The largest peculiar is that it consisted of at least five unequal pieces. uncertainty is in the masses of the comets. We have estiThe chief fragment of P/Brooks 2 has been consistently mated masses three independent ways: recovered during favorable apparitions for the past century. It has faded more or less monotonically since, and is
(1) If we use active magnitudes to set masses (e.g., Eqs. (19) and (20)), the uncertainty in m is at least a factor of now at least six magnitudes fainter than in 1889 (Sekanina and Yeomans 1985) .
10. This corresponds to an uncertainty in the cratering rate Ċ (ϾD) Ȍ m Ϫ0.65 of at least a factor of 5. From counting Apart from their interactions with Jupiter, none of these comets seem unusual. In particular, all were large enough statistics and possible incompleteness, the uncertainty in the observed number of JFCs with q Ͻ 2 and H T Ͻ 9 to have left 15-to 30-km diameter craters on Europa. As mentioned above, D/SL9 was originally 1.5-1.8 km (1992), would be about 50%. Extrapolating comet numbers from 2-km objects to the 1-km objects that make 20-km craters and a few of its 1994 fragments were of order 1-km diameter. The surviving remnant of P/Brooks 2 has been esti-introduces an uncertainty in the cratering rate Ċ (ϾD) Ȍ Because the three separate means of measuring m agree, the true uncertainty in the cratering rate may be smaller than we have quoted (but it could also mean that everyone
, of about a factor 1.4. Together, these is wrong). correspond to an uncertainty in the cratering rate of at least a factor of 6.
NEARLY ISOTROPIC COMETS
(2) If we follow SW82, we estimate that the uncertainty in m is at least a factor of 3 and could easily be a factor
The nearly isotropic comets (to be distinguished from of 8.1. The uncertainty in the number of nearby active the ecliptic comets, Levison 1996) come from the Oort comets brighter than B(1,0) ϭ 16 is small, no more than cloud, a spherically symmetric population that surrounds 20%, while as above the extrapolation from 2.2 to 1 km the Sun at a distance of some 40,000 AU. A long period introduces an uncertainty of 1.5. The net uncertainty in comet (LPC) is traditionally defined as a comet with a the cratering rate is about a factor of 4.
period longer than 200 years. Halley-type comets (HTCs) (3) If we follow KD96, the uncertainty in m for the are comets with T Ͻ 2 and periods shorter than 200 years. largest JFCs is smaller, about a factor of 3, but the uncer-LPC orbits are nearly parabolic and more or less isotropitainty in the number of active comets larger than 10 km cally inclined. The inclinations of the HTCs are less ranis at least a factor of 2, and extrapolating comet numbers dom, showing a slight preference for prograde orbits. from 10-to 1-km bodies introduces another factor 3 uncertainty. Together, these correspond to an uncertainty in the 3.1. Long Period Comets cratering rate of a factor of 4.
The average LPC makes about five passages through The second source of uncertainty, common to all three the inner solar system (q Ͻ 4 AU; Weissman 1991); almass calibrations, is using LD97 to scale from N(q Ͻ 2) though most are scattered or disintegrated, some evolve to impacts on Jupiter. This probably introduces an uncerinward more or less indefinitely. Dynamical studies of LPC tainty of a factor of 2, the chief cause of concern being the orbital evolution imply that first-time visitors are overratio of active to extinct comets. An independent measure represented among LPCs as a whole (e.g., Weissman 1991, of the comet flux at Jupiter, based on the three comets Wiegert and Tremaine 1997). According to Wiegert and known to have closely encountered Jupiter, gives essenTremaine (1997), the mean number of passes inside of 3 tially the same result. The uncertainty in the ratio of im-AU by an indestructable LPC would be 40. This ''fading pacts on a satellite to those on Jupiter we estimate to be problem'' dates to Oort's original work, and it is not at less than 50%. present resolved. To some extent how one treats the fading The last of the major uncertainties is in the cratering problem affects our estimated impact rates. If we take the efficiency. We have for complex craters D Ȍ (m/) 0.294 with ratio of expected (40) to observed (5) returns, we could an uncertainty that could be as high as 50% in D, which have as many as 8 inactive LPCs for each active one. corresponds to an uncertainty in Ċ (ϾD) Ȍ D Ϫ2.2 of a factor of 2.4. There are additional small uncertainties in the target Impact probabilities and impact velocities. Our approach to generating relative impact probabilites and imdensity and in the way crater diameters scale with incidence angle that we will ignore in this discussion.
pact velocities for LPCs parallels our approach for JFCs, but there are two steps. The first step is heliocentric: we The combined uncertainty, ϭ ͙͚ bits. Relative impact probabilities and absolute encounter These estimates are based on Roemer's B(1,0) magnitudes and have been corrected for coma by reducing the number velocities with the planets are computed using Ö pik's formulae for parabolic orbits (Eqs. (2-5) with e ϭ 1). We of objects by a factor of 8.1. In this we have followed SW82
precisely. The correction is the same as SW82 used for use two different perihelion distributions. The expected perihelion distribution of new parabolic comets is uniform JFCs. We also quote the same power law for the mass distribution that they do. SW82 do not explicitly consider in q. But most LPCs are not making their first perihelion passage. Observationally inspired descriptions include extinct LPCs.
The average probability that Earth will hit a new Oort N(Ͻq) Ȍ q 1.5 (Kresak and Pittich 1978) and N(Ͻq) Ȍ 500q Ϫ 175; q Ͼ 1 (SW82). According to these latter, the cloud comet is 2.3 ϫ 10 Ϫ9 per apparition (q Ͻ 1); for the catalog of observed LPCs, the impact probability is ratio of LPCs crossing Jupiter's orbit to those crossing Earth's is 11.5 and 8, respectively. These three estimates somewhat higher at 3ϫ 10 Ϫ9 per apparition (Olsson-Steel 1987 , Steel 1993 ). SWS94 repeat this estimate. They also imply a factor two uncertainty in the relative impact rate on Jupiter vs Earth. We will use the nonuniform N(Ͻq) cite IRAS-Araki-Alcock, a weakly active 9-km diameter comet that passed only 0.031 AU from Earth, as supporting Ȍ q 1.5 distribution as an upper bound, and the uniform distribution as a lower bound.
evidence of a high LPC flux near Earth. According to Eq. (23), a 0.031 AU approach by a 9-km diameter comet In the second step, relative impact probabilities and absolute impact velocities with the Galilean satellites are would be a 300-year event.
On the other hand, more recent anecdotal evidence arcomputed exactly as was done for JFCs, save that we use the encounter velocity generated in the first step. This gues that the rates given in Eqs. (23) and (24) are high.
Hyakutake, a 2-to 3-km object passing only about 0.1 AU makes the implicit assumption that the apex-antapex asymmetry in the LPC encounter velocities with Jupiter from Earth, would be a 2-year event. Hale-Bopp, usually described as a ȁ40 km body (Weaver et al. 1997) , and average out over a satellite's orbit. This issue would be of more concern if LPCs were important to cratering the which passed perihelion inside 1 AU, would be an 8 year event according to Eq. (23). This certainly seems wrong-is Galilean satellites.
The impact velocity distribution that results is shown in it really possible that inactive 40-km comets are slipping past our view every few years? The observed frequency Fig. 6 . Impact probabilities and other results for both the uniform and nonuniform perihelion distributions are listed of Hale-Bopps at 1 AU appears to be more like 100 years.
The Great Comet of 1811 was similar to Hale-Bopp, and in Table III. two naked eye 18th-century comets with perihelia at 2.2 Mass and number. SW82 estimate that the number of AU (1747) and 4.05 AU (1729) may have been larger LPCs passing within 1 AU annually is (Kronk 1984 , Kidger 1997 . In all likelihood SWS94's LPC fluxes are too high by as much as an order of magnitude. Ṅ (q Ͻ 1, Ͼd ) ϭ 30(d/2.5 km) Ϫ1.97 (23) Bailey et al. (1994) gave alternative calibrations based on active absolute magnitudes H 10 , but their numbers do and the number of LPCs crossing Jupiter's orbit is not appear to be internally self-consistent; our best guess is that Bailey et al.' s preferred distribution is equivalent to Ṅ (q Ͻ 5.5, Ͼd ) ϭ 230(d/2.5 km) Ϫ1.97 .
(24)
This makes the passage of a 100-km diameter comet inside 1 AU a 400-year event, as they claim it is. According to Eq. (25) Hale-Bopp is an 80-year event, Hyakutake a 20-year event, and IRAS-Araki-Alcock a 3000-year event.
The latter is so infrequent as to be a little worrisome, but it should be pointed out that IRAS-Araki-Alcock was a relatively inactive comet in a relatively strongly bound orbit (a ϭ 95 AU), dynamically more akin to an HTC than to a new LPC. SWS94, at least, suggested that extinct comets are as numerous among the HTCs as they are among the JFCs. IRAS-Araki-Alcock appears to be on the way toward becoming an example; the recently discovered 1996PW (an asteroid with a ϭ 327 AU) may be an example of the real thing (Weissman and Levison 1996) . There is a third choice in the literature, one that is even Weissman (1990) estimated that 10 LPCs brighter than H 10 ϭ 11 cross Earth's orbit each year. Weissman This is 1.5% of the impact rate by JFCs. For the N(Ͼq) Ȍ favored a distribution in which very bright comets are q 1.5 distribution, the rate is somewhat higher, relatively rare (Everhart 1967) . The knee in the distribution is at H 10 ϭ 5.4. If we simply go by absolute magnitude,
(28) Hale-Bopp, with H ϭ Ϫ1.3 (Kidger 1997), would be a 20,000 year event (and a 100 km diameter comet, according Impacts by LPCs are relatively more important on satellites to Eq. 19). Weissman's distribution looks better if we igthan on Jupiter. nore Hale-Bopp's magnitude: For ϭ 0.6 (the density Shoemaker's high LPC flux provides a useful upper limit. Weissman uses), the frequency of passes within 1 AU are It can be taken straight, or it can be regarded as implicitly including inactive LPCs. According to Eqs. (27) and (28),
(26) about 5-10% of the craters on Callisto would be made by LPCs; fewer for the other satellites. These rates are re-
duced by an order of magnitude if we follow Eq. (25) for the number of LPCs. The latter is probably a lower limit, For small comets these rates are the geometric mean be-as it omits inactive comets. Cratering timescales for both tween Shoemaker's and Bailey et al.'s. In this distribution the high and low estimates are quoted in Table III . In all Hale-Bopp is a 350-year event, Hyakutake a 6-year event, likelihood LPCs make their presence felt in the jovian and IRAS-Araki-Alcock a 1000-year event.
system at the 1-10% level. The impact probability of LPCs and Jupiter is 1.0 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 per comet per apparition for a uniform perihelion 3.2. Halley-type Comets distribution and 1.2 ϫ 10 Ϫ7 for Kresak and Pittich N(Ͼq) Ȍ q 1.5 (see Table III ). According to Eq. (24), the Halley-type comets are important for cratering Earth. There are only about two dozen known, most of which are higher estimate, for uniform perihelia the impact rate on Jupiter should be both Earth-crossing and bright. The apparent lack of faint HTCs, as compared to the JFCs and LPCs, implies a real Hence if trojans follow the cometary N(Ͼd ) Ȍ d Ϫ1.97 size distribution, they make up 2-3% of the impacts on Jupiter. absence of old small HTCs; to the extent that kilometersize bodies are missing, the estimated production rate of The above may be an underestimate. If trojans are a collisionally evolved population, they would be expected 10-to 20-km craters is affected.
By origin HTCs appear to be the short period tail of to obey the N(Ͼd) Ȍ d Ϫ2.5 distribution that theory imposes on a fragmentation cascade (Dohnanyi 1972 , Safronov the LPCs. In particular, a Kuiper Belt source does not produce a good match to the HTC orbital distribution 1972, Williams and Wetherill 1994 , Tanaka et al. 1996 , Durda and Dermott 1997 . The observed trojans are large (LD97). As a class HTCs retain high inclinations, although the inclination distribution deviates considerably from isot-bodies, of order 100 km. If the N(Ͼd) Ȍ d Ϫ2.5 holds from 1 to 100 km, the number of kilometer-size trojans would ropy. What is important to us here is that, as a class, they do not appear to cluster around Jupiter, as the JFC's do. exceed LSS97's estimate by a factor 10. There would be 120 kilometer-sized trojans passing within 2.5 AU, and Rather, their perihelion distribution is indistinguishable from that of LPCs.
trojans would be 25% as important as JFCs for 20 km craters at Jupiter. If very small JFCs prove to be rare, The 15 Earth-crossing HTCs do so once every 2-4 years, with about half of these passes by P/Machholz 1, a short trojans may be the main source of small primary craters on the Galilean satellites. period comet which with T ϭ 1.94 is probably an HTC. But P/Machholz 1 is faint (H ϭ 13). The rate at which Main belt asteroids. Stray asteroids from the main belt bright H Ͻ 10.5 HTCs cross Earth's orbit is about one are difficult to assess. The dynamical models are not yet every six years, while the corresponding rate for LPCs is very successful at reproducing the observed population three per year (Fernandez and Ip 1991) . Hence the ratio of NEAs (Gladman et al. 1997) . The models are useful of bright LPCs to HTCs is about 20. SWS94 argue that nevertheless. In particular, they indicate that main belt the fraction of HTCs that are extinct should be about the asteroids are not especially efficient at hitting Jupiter. Indisame as for JFCs. At least two inactive HTCs are known, vidually, asteroids are no more likely to hit Jupiter than and Hidalgo itself, at T ϭ 2.07, could qualify as either JFC any of the other objects discussed here. As a consequence, or HTC. If we take the ratio of extinct to active HTCs to the relatively small mass of the main belt imposes a strong be 20, the net result is that the impact rate by large HTCs upper limit to cratering of the Galilean satellites by asis about the same as the impact rate by active LPCs. For teroids. the present we will assume that the impact rate by HTCs Gladman et al. (1997) studied the evolution of asteroid is equal to our lower estimate for impacts by LPCs. But, orbits that originate from unstable resonances that slice as noted above, most known HTCs are bright. The impor-through the identified collisional families of asteroids. tance of kilometer-size HTCs may be much smaller.
Their original purpose was to identify the sources of the NEAs, but this proved an unreachable goal. What they 4. ASTEROIDS found instead is that lifetimes of asteroids in strong resonances are very short. Each resonance is different, but to The trojan asteroids orbit the sun in two clusters, one first order those nearer the Sun tend to produce asteroids leading and the other trailing Jupiter by 60Њ. Trojans can that hit the Sun while those farther from the Sun tend to stray, either by dynamical chance or by intra-trojan colli-send asteroids to the outer Solar System or beyond. A few sions (Marzari et al. 1995) . After they escape they follow of the inbound objects hit terrestrial planets. A few of orbits like those of the Jupiter family comets (T Ȃ 3). Thus the outbound objects hit Jupiter. The division between the trojans can be regarded as an alternative source for domains is around 2.6 AU, but most resonances will send JFCs (Rabe 1972 , Marzari et al. 1995 . Escaped trojans some objects in either direction. were simulated by hereafter LSS97) . Gladman et al. (1997) found that about 1-2% of the LSS97 assumed that trojans follow the same N(Ͼd ) Ȍ outbound asteroids hit Jupiter. This fraction of hits is cond Ϫ1.97 size distribution that Shoemaker assumes for JFCs. sistent with the results obtained by LD97 for JFCs. As the They stated their results in two ways: (i) about 1 JFC in orbits of asteroids encountering Jupiter are likely to be 150 is an escaped trojan, and (ii) there are now about a essentially similar to the orbits of JFCs encountering Jupidozen kilometer-size trojans in orbits with q Ͻ 2.5 AU; ter, this is an encouraging result. As shown above, the i.e., N(q Ͻ 2.5, d Ͻ 1) ϭ 12. The former indicates that impact rate on Ganymede is about 10 Ϫ4 that on Jupiter. trojans are not likely to be important. But we will start Therefore it takes about a million kilometer-size outbound with the second in order to be internally consistent.
asteroids to create a 20-km crater on Ganymede. 2 This LD97 find that, for active JFCs, N(q Ͻ 2.5)/N(q Ͻ 2) ϭ 11/4; they also find that for q Ͻ 2.5 the ratio of extinct to active JFCs is 3.5. The ratio of trojans to all JFCs (extinct ratio of one in a million is a nice reminder that planetary Obviously things may have been different in the early solar system. It is usually presumed that the current low accretion in the contemporary solar system is inefficient. To produce a million kilometer-size asteroids requires the mass of the asteroid belt does not reflect its original mass.
An augmented ancient asteroid belt makes a possible disruption of a parent body with mass of order 10 22 g, about 200-km in diameter. In other words, it takes the source for Earth's volatiles (Wetherill 1994 , Zahnle 1998 and asteroid showers are one (of many) possible candidates disruption of a 200-km diameter asteroid in a resonance to produce a single 20-km crater on Ganymede. It is diffi-for the late lunar heavy bombardment. An ancestral outer asteroid belt comparable to the mass of the Earth seems cult to plausibly produce hundreds or thousands of 20-km craters this way. To put this in perspective, there are plausible. At a part in a million, Ganymede would recruit 10 22 g of this material, enough to produce a million 20-km currently only ȁ30 asteroids larger than 200 km (Cellino et al. 1991) .
craters. But it is difficult to write usefully about hypothetical events occurring at 4.5 Ga. Certainly other sources of In order to quantify the asteroid impact rate on Ganymede, we can attempt to scale from the NEA impact rate stray bodies would also have been more important long ago, some of which are now extinct, and it is very hard to on Earth. This is a highly speculative exercise, because we do not know the source or sources of the NEAs, and the assess how important the vanished outer asteroid belt may have been, or when. resonances that supply the NEAs are probably not the same resonances that divert asteroids to Jupiter. Jupiter gets hit by asteroids about 0.1 to Ͼ100 times as often as
SUMMARY OF IMPACT RATES
Earth, depending on the resonance (Gladman et al. 1997) . As a generous rough estimate we will assume that the net Our impact rates for the various sources are listed in Table IV; Table V gives a more complete breakdown for factor is 10, so that Ganymede gets struck by an asteroid about 10 Ϫ3 as often as Earth. A recent estimate of the Europa. The rates are given in terms of 10-km craters, assuming the crater counts follow the
terrestrial cratering rate in the past 500 Ma (D Ͼ 20 km) is 4.5 Ϯ 2 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 km Ϫ2 yr Ϫ1 (Grieve and Shoemaker 1994). power law. This diameter and power law are used to ensure consistency with Shoemaker's work. A 20-km crater on Earth scales to a 50-km crater on Ganymede. So the cratering rate (10-km craters) on Low estimates are given for both LPCs and HTCs. But even if the high LPC impact rates were adopted, LPCs Ganymede is 4.5 ϫ 10 Ϫ15 ϫ 10 Ϫ3 ϫ (50/10) 2.2 ϭ 1.6 ϫ 10 Ϫ16 km Ϫ2 yr Ϫ1 . This is to be compared to the comparable JFC would make only a minor contribution to cratering. Trojans could be more important, if small trojans follow the canonirate in Table I of 7 ϫ 10 Ϫ14 km Ϫ2 yr Ϫ1 . As expected, the contribution of main belt asteroids is negligible.
cal fragment mass distribution and small comets do not. 
We have estimated the impact rate of trojans to be 2.5-25% that of JFCs. The rate listed in the table is in between.
where ͱ is the angular distance on the surface measured For comparison, other cratering rates were culled from from the apex, and is the angle on the comet velocity the literature. The rates from SW82 are precisely as given sphere measured from the surface normal. Impacts occur in their Table 10 .7. The other entries require some explanawhen v Ќ Ͼ 0. The instantaneous flux of bodies is proportion. Shoemaker (1996) gave only the rates for Europa.
tional to v Ќ . The key difference between the newer analysis and SW82
For large craters, crater diameter goes as v 0.5 Eq 14) . is that the more recent analysis includes a much greater
We seek the cratering rate at a given diameter. If the contribution from extinct JF comets. In SW82 impacts by cumulative number of craters goes as N(ϾD) Ȍ D ϪͲ (we extinct comets were 1.9 times as frequent as those by active have been following Shoemaker and using Ͳ ϭ 2.2), the comets; in the more recent work this ratio jumps to 14.
cratering rate at a given diameter D Ⴆ goes as Ċ (ϾD Ⴆ ) Ȍ We have used the new ratio to prepare table entries for v
The cratering rate at ͱ should then be proporIo, Callisto, and Ganymede.
tional to the average value of v 1ϩ0.5Ͳ
Ќ integrated over the NY95 gave cratering rates for Amalthea, Ganymede, accessible part of the velocity sphere, and Callisto. They use a crater scaling relation that is essentially identical to the relation we use here for transient craters, Eq. (12), if the leading constant is taken to be 1.8. They do not account for complex craters. NY95 obtained ͗v 
(32) this one gives similar masses for 1-km comets to those obtained using Eq. (20).
NY95 also gave relative impact rates for all the satellites. For the JFCs, for which v 2 ȍ Ӷ v 2 orb and hence v c Ȃ From these we have estimated the corresponding cratering ͙2v orb , the ratio of the cratering rate at the apex to the rates for Europa and Io. A peculiarity of NY95's estimates cratering rate at the antapex is approximately is that they neglect the existence of extinct or inactive comets. In order to compare their estimates to ours and those of Shoemaker, we have presented a separate line in
the table in which their cratering rates for active comets are multiplied by factors of 3.5 and 15, to account for the relative contribution of extinct comets according to LD97 more precise values range from 32 for Io to 20 for Callisto.
These compare to SW82's 38 for Io and 10 for Callisto. and SWS94, respectively. Even with extinct comets taken into account, NY95's cratering rates are lower than ours, We do not know the origin of the difference, although some of the difference may be that SW82 use higher v ȍ . in part because Eq. (29) gives relatively small comets. Horedt and Neukum (1984) derive smaller asymmetries, was a Solar-System-wide phenomenon, so that the details of the lunar chronology can be applied generally throughranging from 15 to 7 for Io to Callisto; again, we do not know the origin of the difference. out the solar system. Ganymede is reminiscent of the Moon in its mix of ancient cratered terrains and relatively sparsely Note that the apex-antapex asymmetry is itself asymmetrical. Most of the asymmetry is that craters avoid the cratered terrains, and in its mix of ancient cratered basins and younger relatively sparsely cratered impact basins. In antapex. The cratering rate at the apex is about 2.5 times the global average, but the cratering rate at the antapex this sense the large young Gilgamesh basin is stratigraphically similar to the lunar Orientale basin, and so it has is only 10% of the global average. This occurs because crater size depends on impact velocity, and antapex impact come to pass that, because the Orientale basin is 3.8 Ga, this same age gets assigned to Gilgamesh. The analogy velocities are generally quite low.
Equation (32) should apply for any low-energy heliocen-has been pursued in explicit detail by forcing ganymedean cratering to obey the temporal evolution determined for tric population (JFCs, trojans, main belt asteroids). It should also apply approximately to LPCs if we take v ȍ lunar craters (Shoemaker et al. 1982 , Neukum et al. 1997 .
But Ganymede is not the Moon, and Gilgamesh is not appropriately; a fair approximation is v ȍ ȁ 24 km/s. The resulting apex-antapex asymmetries range from 10 at Io to Orientale. For one thing, the Gilgamesh event was much smaller than the Orientale event, an order of magnitude 3.7 at Callisto. Equation (32) does not apply to jovicentric debris, for which no strong apex-antapex asymmetry is less in energy. (Gilgamesh is smaller than Orientale and it is in a lower density material.) expected (Horedt and Neukum 1984) .
To discuss Ganymede more fully, we need to account for secular changes in the impact rate through time. Our
DISCUSSION
estimates for the age of Europa are based on the current flux of objects from the Kuiper Belt. LD97 find that the Io. There are no reports of impact craters on Io. Resurcharacteristic timescale for these objects to evolve from facing is not instantaneous, even on Io. As the resurfacing instability to their various fates is about 45 Ma, and so the rate can be estimated by other means (e.g., from its heat current JFC flux should provide an adequate estimate of flow, observed resurfacing rate, or even (in the far future) conditions over the past 10 Ma at Europa. This will not radiometrically dated rocks), Io provides an independent suffice for Ganymede. It is certainly possible that the presconstraint on the cratering rate (Johnson and Soderblom ent state is atypical, and that present impact rates are very 1982). Resurfacing of Io during the past 20 years has been high (or very low). Such variability would directly affect estimated as 1.3 cm/yr based on Io's heat flow and the our estimate of surface ages on Ganymede. But here, all evidence that resurfacing is dominated by silicate flows we can do is acknowledge the possibility. According to (Blaney et al. 1995) . This needs to be compared with our simulations by Holman and Wisdom (1993) , a collisionless predicted cratering rate. Our nominal result is that 20-km Kuiper Belt dissipates as t
Ϫ1
. Collisions among Kuiper Belt craters form on Io every 2.5 Ma. For comparison, on the objects would tend to increase the dissipation rate (Stern Moon 20-km craters form every 8-12 Ma (McEwen et al. and Colwell 1997) . We will use t Ϫ1 to extrapolate the JFC 1997); i.e., the Ionian cratering rate is about four times flux back in time. If the observed crater density is C (ϾD) higher than the lunar cratering rate. At this rate, to erase and the current cratering rate is Ċ Ⴆ (ϾD), the current craterall impact craters observable but not seen by Voyager, Io's ing timescale is Ⴆ ϭ C (ϾD)/Ċ Ⴆ (ϾD). This would be the age resurfacing rate would need to exceed 0.4 cm/yr (Johnson of a surface for constant Ċ (ϾD). For Ċ (ϾD) ϭ Ċ Ⴆ (ϾD) ϫ and Soderblom, 1982) . For the present, there is no contrat Ⴆ /t, where t Ⴆ Ȃ 4.56 Ga is the age of the solar system, the diction.
surface age would be Europa. Our nominal result for Europa is that 20-km craters form on a 1.4 myr timescale (Table I) . As there ϭ t Ⴆ (1 Ϫ exp(Ϫ Ⴆ /t Ⴆ )).
(34) appear to no more than five or ten 20-km craters on Europa, its nominal surface age would be about 10 Ma. As Note that Ċ (ϾD) is a function of the angular distance ͱ discussed above, the uncertainty in this estimate is about from the apex of motion. a factor of five. Nonetheless, it would be very difficult to Figure 7 plots crater densities on various types of surcontrive matters such that Europa could be aged beyond faces on Ganymede and Callisto as a function of apex 100 Ma. In sum, and this too is not a new observation, angle ͱ. Data are those tabulated by Shoemaker et al. Europa's surface is clearly young. (1982) . All data are expressed in terms of the equivalent number of 10-km craters expected for Shoemaker's Ganymede. With Ganymede we are dealing with surfaces where uncertainties of a factor of five make an impor-N(ϾD) Ȍ D Ϫ2.2 power law. The figure also shows the surface ages that correspond to these crater densities as a tant qualitative difference. It is sometimes implicitly or explicitly assumed that the lunar late heavy bombardment function of ͱ, calculated according to Eq. (32), and making or cratering equilibrium. But the younger, clearly unsaturated surfaces also show little evidence of an apex-antapex asymmetry. It is possible that the asymmetry is there in the data, obscured by small numbers (we look forward to seeing crater counts at ͱ Ն 160Њ), but it is also possible that the ice shell has rotated in the past billion years.
Obviously the factor five uncertainty is important to the chronology of Ganymede-it is the difference between young and old. Figure 8 shows cratering ages of various surfaces on Ganymede according to the assumption that Ganymede has rotated nonsynchronously; i.e., we use the global average impact rate at all longitudes. The emphasis of the figure is on the bounds to ages permitted by a factor five uncertainty in current cratering rates. It is possible that Gilgamesh and the other sparsely cratered terrains are as old as 3 Ga (indeed they could be older still if the current cratering rate is unusually high). This is probably  FIG. 7 . Crater densities on various types of surfaces on Ganymede not old enough to align Ganymede with the lunar chronoland Callisto as a function of the angle ͱ from the apex of motion. Data ogy, but it is old. Of course it is also possible, so far as the are those tabulated by Shoemaker et al. (1982) . All data are expressed in terms of the equivalent number of 10-km craters that would be extrapocrater counts are concerned, that large regions of Ganlated using Shoemaker's N(ϾD) Ȍ D Ϫ2.2 power law. Gilgamesh and the ymede are younger than 100 Ga-few would tread this Western Equatorial basin are large young impact basins. The grooved path. But overall, it seems to us more plausible that large terrains are generally although not always young, while the cratered provinces on Ganymede truly are relatively young. It must terrains and palimpsests (ghostly imprints of lost impact basins) are old. be emphasized that, unlike the Moon or even Mars, Gan-
The datum for Europa is the nominal equivalent of five 20-km craters scattered over the moon's surface. The curves are the surface ages that ymede is internally alive. This at least is the inference one correspond to these crater densities at these apex angles-solid curves draws from its active magnetic field. A surface frozen dead are ages relevant to Ganymede, the dotted curves are ages relevant to for nearly 4 Ga might well seem the bigger surprise, espethe higher cratering rate at Europa-calculated according to the assump-cially if Ganymede passed through a resonance that invigtion that the satellites have been in synchronous rotation throughout. orated its interior less than 1 Ga ago (Tittemore 1990, The surface ages are those predicted using our nominal cratering rate, with the additional assumption that the Kuiper belt decays as 1/t (Holman and Wisdom 1993) . These are thus uncertain by as much as a factor five. Ages for Callisto are not shown, but are consistent with the age of the solar system. the additional assumption that Ganymede's surface has been locked to Jupiter in synchronous rotation.
Two things are notable about Fig. 7 . The first is that many surfaces on Ganymede appear to be considerably younger than the age of the solar system. Many of the grooved terrains appear to be less than a billion years old, some younger than 0.5 Ga. From the crater density on its ejecta blanket, Gilgamesh is here assigned a nominal age of 0.7 Ga, rather than 3.8 Ga. If we extrapolate Shoemaker's N(Ͼd ) Ȍ d Ϫ2 power law to 50-km comets, Gilgamesh would be a 2-Ga event. The other thing is that apexantapex asymmetries are poorly expressed. What asymmetries there may be are not very pronounced.
3 That crater densities of the older terrains are all about the same may simply be a ganymedean mainfestation of crater saturation Ages for the nominal cratering rate, and rates five times higher and lower are shown. This spans the range of formal uncertainty. Here we use 3 Or, in the case of bright-ray craters on Ganymede, counterintuitive, which Passey and Shoemaker (1982) explain away by pointing out that only the global average cratering rate to set ages; this is equivalent to Ganymede rotating nonsynchronously. erosive processes are also faster on the leading hemisphere.
Malhotra 1991, Showman and Malhotra 1997, Showman gether unlikely that the Europan surface moves, either slowly on some glacial timescale, or in response to tidal et al. 1997) .
heating, or catastrophically in the manner of true polar Callisto. Callisto poses no obvious problems with rewander. Such phenomena have been predicted (e.g., spect to apex-antapex asymmetry: Callisto defines what Greenberg and Weidenschilling 1984) and continue to be one should mean by a ''saturated'' or ''equilibrium'' craseriously discussed (Geissler et al. 1998) . Nonsynchronous tered surface. By any measure its surface is old. It is more rotation seems most likely if the ice is really a shell floating heavily cratered than can be explained by a JFC population on a liquid ocean. It is harder to envision if the water layer declining as t
. A higher cratering rate in the early solar is solid ice everywhere. In this context Ganymede again system is required. Hence we cannot assign an age to Calraises deep issues: how, other than by rotation, is Ganlisto's surface. It may seem reasonable to regard the higher ymede to avoid a pronounced apex-antapex cratering early cratering rate as being coincident with and sharing asymmetry? And if there is no other choice, does this not a common cause with the late lunar bombardment, but require that Ganymede too was once, and perhaps not so there is no evidence to argue either way. What is strange long ago, home to a liquid ocean? is that the crater densities on Callisto are significantly higher than they are on the old cratered terrains of Ganymede (see Fig. 7 ), yet the cratering rate on Callisto is ACKNOWLEDGMENTS only about half that on Ganymede (Table IV 
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Impacts at Jupiter are mostly by Jupiter-family comets, with a possibly significant contribution at the smaller sizes
